from the editor
This does not mean that we were not
affected. Nobody from this land was
spared from the effects of our war’s
cruelty.
This scene was different, to say the least,
from the world of Barney and Disney my
own children grew up in!
Founder and editor-in-chief
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Sitting with Roger, better known as
Rodge, I was listening to him describing
how he used to play music under the
bombs of Lebanon’s War (p.38). I was
reminded of my own experience playing
piano under the very same bombs,
refusing to go down to the shelter! I
looked back at the time we used to surf
empty streets after a cease-fire, taking a
risk just to go out, when a bomb would
suddenly fall somewhere so close that
the sand and smoke it made would come
in our eyes.

I later learned that my own mother, this
elegant, delicate lady, carried weapons!
If you knew her, you would be as
shocked as me! She took turns with my
father to stand guard at night to protect
their HOME.

I am from Aley. I am Lebanese. I lived
the war.

As the First Lady of Afghanistan Rula
Ghani said: “With war, people lose their
moral compass” (p.168).

There are terrible stories from this war.
I can never forget the one of a family
friend telling us about his mother who
was killed in a green field during her
attempt to escape. Ugly men threw her
body in the air in an evil game of trap
shooting (tiro), tossing her weakened
body like a clay plate until she died.

I have a vivid memory of myself as a
curious child being pulled in from a
balcony, where we were visiting. The
grownups did not want me to see the
atrocity of a man being dragged by a
tank, to his death.

And stories go on … Men I know, forced
to sit inside car tires, crushed and
curled, with their knees pressed to their
faces, and left in this position for hours
or perhaps days to torture them; I still
don’t understand how this is physically
possible.

Rita Rhayem, General Director of
Caritas, mentions that “behind every
screaming man is not just an angry
man, but a man in pain, a lot of pain”
(p.24). What we Lebanese lived through
has transformed us, no matter how
deeply the wounds are buried in our
sub-conscience.
My family went to great lengths to keep
me and my siblings from the war. We
were fortunate that they repeatedly
took us to Cyprus, Italy and France
for short periods of schooling or when
the fighting was intense. Still, we lived
with fear for our loved ones left behind.
Although as a family we relocated 13
times, displaced within Lebanon and
taken refuge in other countries, with
all the emotional instability this could
bring to a teenager; we were blessed
that we did not witness the barbarity
firsthand and we did not lose immediate
family members; we were protected and
kept apart from the horror.

Resilience

I was once sitting with a French
sustainability expert who told me that
there is one thing we Lebanese have,
that if we could package and sell, would
make us the richest nation in the world.
“What’s that?” I asked.
“Resilience,” he answered.
Resilience – an incredible virtue we have
developed from moments that required
unimaginable strength, the stamina to
stay till the end, to go for the last mile.
It is so easy to give up just before the
finish line.
In my fight to promote Lebanon’s best
image, I am always careful not to put
other nations down, to make us look
better by comparison. This principle is
clearly stated in our editorial guidelines.
In my sleepless nights spent reading
articles before publication, I erase any
sentences of this sort. That said, I can’t
help but compare our unique attitude
to others. I remember once being in
another country where I, the person
who hates driving, had a very minor
accident, bumping the mirror of another
car. The other driver collapsed almost
in tears, worried about the paint of his
(possibly) new car. I smiled and thought
to myself: “I don’t think I would ever see
a man from my country have the same
reaction; ours are tough!”

I still remember being in Limassol as a
child with my family as if it was today.
One night, we were getting ready to
go out for dinner when my father was
watching the news and saw his factory
in Lebanon was burning. He watched
quietly as everything he built over a
lifetime was going up in flames. Without
any display of emotion, he simply told
us: “Let’s go. Dinner is waiting for us. I
cannot do anything; I am too far away
(the airport was closed). So, let us go to
dinner.”
We didn’t realize back then that we were
witnessing a heroic moment. It was only
when we grew older that we learned that
such calm in the face of great tragedy is
exceptional.
Yes, we need to bottle Lebanese
endurance.
We recently stayed for eight months
without a government and two years
and five months without a president,
going through all the economic
implications. Remember the chaos
during our country’s deadlock frozen
situation? And we are still hanging on
with dignity: this is who we are.
We are who we are because we finish
the last mile. When everything seems
impossible and the world is collapsing
around us, we gain incredible, almost
divine strength to push through the last
mile. In this issue, you will read about
Maxime Chaya who exemplifies this
Lebanese quality by challenging himself
and nature, physically and mentally
(p.101). Yes, we Lebanese challenge life.
In HOME Magazine, we “bottle”
this spirit of bravery in the stories
of exceptional Lebanon Lovers from
HOME and around the globe.

People of ordinary strength transform
into fierce lions when advocating for
causes, especially when they are faced
with adversities. In my country, I see
this every day. We find our “Roads for
Life” (p.134).
If only for the courage to go on for the
last mile, we are a great nation.
Maybe our destiny is to get to the finish
line because our endpoint is someone
else’s starting line, and this is how
humanity evolves.
For Dad’s 75th birthday, I recently
took him back to Aley. He never went
back to live there, not even for the
summer. For the occasion, I planted an
olive tree on this beautiful Lebanese
mountainside. Olive trees can live in
extreme conditions and in poor, stony
soils; they are incredibly resilient, just
like us. This olive tree stands as a symbol
for the Lebanese: those who only heard
about the war, and those who lived it.
This solid tree could remind us all of
our endurance, taking its place perfectly
alongside the trees that have already
been planted before, and the trees that
will be planted in the future, all watered
by the same water. This symbol of peace
could remind us all that reconciliation is
our only solution.
Some people don’t believe in miracles.
They think that nothing is a miracle.
I believe that just like this tree,
everything is.
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